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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present new computational techniques for probabi-
listic argumentation systems. It shows that instead of computing intractable large sets of
arguments, it is also possible to find good approximations of the exact solutions in
reasonable time. The technique presented is based on cost functions, which are used to
measure the relevance of arguments. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Probabilistic argumentation systems; Approximate reasoning; Cost func-
tions; Degree of support; Degree of possibility; Belief functions; Evidence theory
1. Introduction
Dierent formalisms for treating problems of inference under uncertainty
have been developed so far. The most popular numerical approaches are the
theory of Bayesian networks [45], the Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence
[41,65], and possibility theory [23]. For these systems computer implementa-
tions are available. In competition with these numerical methods are dierent
symbolic approaches. Many of them are based on dierent types of non-
monotonic logic.
Another approach to obtain non-monotonicity is to combine classical
logic and probability theory in an appropriate way. The technique presented
here for combining logic and probability is called probabilistic argumentation
systems [5,32,33]. The basic idea of this approach is to derive arguments and
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counter-arguments for hypotheses. An argument can be seen as a defeasible
proof for the hypothesis. It can be defeated by counter-arguments. The
strength of an argument is weighted by considering the probability that some
assumptions are valid or not. In this way, the credibility of a hypothesis can be
measured by the total probability that it is supported or rejected by such ar-
guments. The resulting degree of support and degree of possibility correspond to
(normalized) belief and plausibility in the theory of evidence [40,65].
The technique of probabilistic argumentation systems generalizes Johan de
Kleer and Raymond Reiter original concept of assumption-based truth main-
tenance systems (ATMS) [17–19,21,36,63] by (1) removing the restriction to
Horn clauses and (2) by adding probabilities in a similar way as Provan in [62]
or Laskey and Lehner in [44]. The purpose of this paper is to show how large
sets of arguments can be approximated eciently on the basis of cost functions.
A similar technique has been proposed for ATMS by Forbus and de Kleer in
[20,29], by Collins and de Coste in [15], and by Bigham et al. in [12].
The technique of probabilistic argumentation systems has been successfully
implemented in a system called ABEL [6]. ABEL is both, a modeling and query
language, as well as an inference engine. It turns out to be useful for a broad
spectrum of applications [5,54].
The use of arguments and the process of argumentation have already been
investigated by dierent authors. The first conceptual model of argumentation
has been introduced by Toulmin [69] as a contribution to the philosophy of
law. Another general model of argumentation was proposed by Birnbaum et
al. in [13]. More recently, Pollock introduced the idea of defeasibility to address
the questions of justification. Later, he developed a theory of defeasible rea-
soning [55–58]. He postulates that reasoning is a process based on two kinds of
reasons, non-defeasible and defeasible reasons. While a chain of non-defeasible
reasons can be regarded as a proof, chaining defeasible reasons to reach a
conclusion produces an argument. Another very general framework of abstract
argumemtation systems has been proposed by Lin and Shoham [46,47]. They
define an argument as a proof tree. This idea has also been used by Loui in [48]
and by Simari in [67,68]. Legal cases form their intended field of applications.
The same type of applications is considered by Prakken and Sartor [60,61].
They see argumentation rather as a dialectical process during disputations. This
point of view has also been studied by Loui in [49], by Vreeswijk in [73–76], by
Verheij in [70–72], and by Kraus et al. in [42]. Instead of using the term dia-
lectical process, some authors also speak about negotiation [8,37–39,52,66].
Recent contributions about argumentation are about the problem of the ac-
ceptability and the comparison of arguments. For that purpose, dierent cri-
teria are used. A first approach depends on the existence of direct counter-
arguments, so-called defeaters [27,28,30,43]. Another criterion relies upon
Dung’s notion of defense against defeaters [24–26]. Finally, a preference-based
notion of acceptability is introduced by Cayrol and Amgoud [2–4,14]. Other
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recent publications about using arguments and the process of argumentation
are [9,11,31].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces formally
the notion of probabilistic argumentation systems; an exact method for com-
puting sets of arguments is discussed in Section 3; finally, Section 4 presents a
strategy for computing approximated solutions based on cost functions.
2. Probabilistic argumentation systems
Argumentation systems as informally introduced in Section 1 are obtained
from propositional logic by considering two disjoint sets A  fa1; . . . ; amg and
P  fp1; . . . ; png of propositions. The elements of A are called assumptions.
LA[P denotes the corresponding propositional language.
Definition 2.1. Let A and P be two disjoint sets of propositions. If n is an ar-
bitrary propositional sentence in LA[P , then a triple A  n; P ;A is called
(propositional) argumentation system. n is called the knowledge base of A.
The knowledge base n is often given as a conjunctive set R  fn1; . . . ; nrg of
sentences ni 2LA[P or, more specifically, clauses ni 2 DA[P , where DA[P
denotes the set of all possible clauses over A [ P . In such cases, n is always
determined by the corresponding conjunction n  n1 ^    ^ nr.
The assumptions play an important role for expressing uncertain informa-
tion. They are used to represent uncertain events, unknown circumstances and
risks, or possible outcomes. Conjunctions of literals of assumptions are of
particular interest. They represent possible scenarios or states of the unknown
or future world. CA denotes the set of all such conjunctions. Note that CA
contains the empty conjunction >.
The situation becomes more interesting when a second propositional sen-
tence h 2LA[P called hypothesis is given. Hypotheses represent open questions
or uncertain statements about some of the propositions in A [ P . What can be
inferred from n about the possible truth of h with respect to the given set of
unknown assumptions? Possibly, if some of the assumptions are either true or
false, then h may be a logical consequence of n. In other words, h is supported
by certain conjunctions a 2 CA called arguments.
More formally, a conjunction a 2 CA is called quasi-supporting argument of h
relative to n, if a ^ n  h. The term quasi expresses the fact that some quasi-
supporting arguments of h may be in contradiction with the given knowledge,
that is a ^ n ?. The set
QSh; n  fa 2 CA : a ^ n  hg 2:1
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is called quasi-support of h relative to n. Clearly, QSh; n is an upward-
closed set, that is a 2 QSh; n implies a0 2 QSh; n for all a0  a. Therefore,
it is convenient to define the corresponding set lQSh; n of minimal con-
junctions as minimal quasi-support of h relative to n. Furthermore, the sets
QS?; n and lQS?; n are called contradiction and minimal contradiction,
respectively.
Sometimes, it will be convenient to consider the sets QSh; n and lQSh; n
as corresponding disjunctions
Wfa 2 QSh; ng and Wfa 2 lQSh; ng, respec-
tively. Of course, these expressions are logically equivalent. The corresponding
equivalence class is denoted by qsh; n. Furthermore, if NA  f0; 1gjAj repre-
sents the set of all possible interpretations relative to A, called scenarios, then
QSAh; n  Nqsh; n  NA is the set of quasi-supporting scenarios of h rela-
tive to n.
So far, hypotheses are only judged qualitatively. A quantitative judgment of
the situation becomes possible if every assumption ai 2 A is linked with a
corresponding prior probability pai  pi. Let P  fp1; . . . ; pmg denote the set
of all prior probabilities. We suppose that the assumptions are mutually in-
dependent, that is pai ^ aj  pi  pj for all i 6 j.
Definition 2.2. Let A and P be two disjoint sets of propositions and P the set of
probabilities assigned to the elements of A. If n is a propositional sentence in
LA[P , then a quadruple Ap  n; P ;A;P is called probabilistic argumentation
system.
If h is the hypothesis of interest, then a quantitative judgement of h is ob-
tained from the conditional probability that the true scenario is in QSAh; n but
not in QSA?; n. In the light of this remark, we call
dsph; n  pQSAh; n j NA ÿ QSA?; n
 pQSAh; n ÿ pQSA?; n
1ÿ pQSA?; n 2:2
degree of support of h relative to n. It is a value between 0 and 1 that represents
quantitatively the support (or the belief) that h is true in the light of the given
knowledge. It can also be seen as the probability of the provability of h.
Clearly, dsph; n  1 means that h is certainly true, while dsph; n  0 means
that h is certainly false. Note that degree of support is equivalent to the notion
of (normalized) belief in the belief function theory [40,65].
A second way of judging the hypothesis h is to look at the corresponding
conditional probability that the true scenarios is not in QSA:h; n. It represents
the probability that :h cannot be inferred from the knowledge base. In such a
case, h remains possible. Therefore,
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dpsh; n  pNA ÿ QSA:h; n j NA ÿ QSA?; n
 1ÿ pQSA:h; n
1ÿ pQSA?; n  1ÿ dsp:h; n 2:3
is called degree of possibility of h relative to n. It is a value between 0 and 1 that
represents quantitatively the possibility that h is true in the light of the given
knowledge. Clearly, dpsh; n  1 means that h is completely possible (there are
no counter-arguments against h), while dpsh; n  0 means that h is com-
pletely impossible. Degree of support is equivalent to the notion of plausibility
in the framework of belief functions. Note that dsph; n6 dpsh; n.
According to (2.2) and (2.3), computing degrees of support and possibility
involves three major steps:
(1) determine lQSh; n, lQS:h; n), and lQS?; n;
(2) compute pQSAh; n, pQSA:h; n, and pQSA?; n;
(3) apply Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3).
The details of step (1) are discussed in Section 3. Step (2) can be solved by
computing special forms of the sets lQSh; n, lQS:h; n, and lQS?; n, such
that corresponding probabilities can be determined more easily (see [1,10,35]).
An important property of degree of support and degree of possibility is that
they behave non-monotonically when new information is added. More pre-
cisely, if n0 represents a new piece of information, then nothing can be said
about the new values dsph; n ^ n0 and dpsh; n ^ n0. Compared to dsph; n
and dpsh; n, the new values dsph; n ^ n0 and dpsh; n ^ n0 may either de-
crease or increase, both cases are possible.
Non-monotonicity is an important property of probabilistic argumentation
systems. It reflects a natural property of how a human’s conviction or belief
can change when new information is given. Non-monotonicity is therefore a
fundamental property for any mathematical formalism for reasoning under
uncertainty. Probabilistic argumentation systems show that non-monotonicity
can be achieved in classical logic by adding probability theory in an appro-
priate way. This has already been noted by McLeish in [50].
3. Computing arguments
The main problem of dealing with probabilistic argumentation systems is
computing the minimal quasi-support lQSh; n for an arbitrary hypothesis
h 2LA[P . Suppose that the hypothesis h 2LA[P is given as CNF of the form
h  h1 ^    ^ hn with clauses hi 2 DA[P . The problem can then be solved by
computing independently the quasi-supports lQShi; n for all clauses hi.
Finally, lQSh; n can easily be derived from the individual results because of
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the property that QSh1 ^ h2; n  QSh1; n \ QSh2; n always holds. From
now on, hypotheses are therefore restricted to clauses of the form h 
‘1 _    _ ‘m.
In the following, the negated hypothesis :h will play an important role.
Evidently, if h is a clause, then :h  :‘1 ^    ^ :‘m is a conjunction. The
corresponding sets of literals are denoted by H  f‘1; . . . ; ‘mg and
:H  f:‘1; . . . ;:‘mg, respectively. Furthermore, suppose that the knowledge
base n 2LA[P is given as CNF of the form n  n1 ^    ^ nr with clauses
ni 2 DA[P . The corresponding set of clauses R  fn1; . . . ; nrg is called clause
representation of n. Finally, let RH  lR [ :H the clause representation of
n ^ :h.
The problem of computing minimal quasi-supports is closely related to the
problem of computing prime implicants or prime implicates. According to
(2.1), quasi-supporting arguments for h are conjunctions a 2 CA for which
a ^ n  h holds. This condition can be rewritten as a  :n _ h or a  :RH ,
respectively. Quasi-supporting arguments are therefore implicants of :RH that
are in CA. In other words, if a 2 DA is an implicate of RH , then :a is a quasi-
supporting argument for h. Let PIRH denote the set of all prime implicates of
RH . Then the computation of the set lQSh; n can be described as shown in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. If h and n are two propositional sentences in LA[P , then
lQSh; n  :PIRH  \DA: 3:4
Clearly, computing quasi-supports according to Theorem 3.1 is only feasible
when RH is relatively small. The problem is that computing prime implicates is
known to be NP-hard. However, when A is relatively small, many prime im-
plicates of RH are not in DA and are therefore irrelevant for the minimal quasi-
support. The following subsections present a method for computing minimal
quasi-supports with the aim of avoiding generating such irrelevant prime im-
plicates.
3.1. Computing prime implicates
The problem of computing the set PIR for an arbitrary clause represen-
tation R  DP is addressed first. Prime implicates can be obtained by an or-
dered procedure based on the resolution principle. Given a total ordering over
P, at each step, all the possible resolvents (implicates) for the current propo-
sition are generated and added to the set of clauses. Thus, all the possible re-
solvents for the first proposition are computed during the first step, then all the
resolvents for the second proposition are computed during the second step, and
so on. Non-minimal clauses are eliminated consecutively. The resulting set of
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clauses at the end of this procedure is the set PIR. The crucial point is that
when all the resolvents for a proposition have been computed at a given step, it
will never be necessary to compute resolvents for the same proposition again.
More formally, let R  DP be a clause representation of n and x 2 P a
proposition. The set R can then be decomposed into three sets Rx (the clauses
containing x as a positive literal), Rx (the clauses containing x as a negative
literal), and R _x (the clauses not containing x). If Ln denotes the set of literals
of the clause n, then
Rx  fn 2 R : x 2 Lng;
Rx  fn 2 R : :x 2 Lng;
R _x  fn 2 R : x 62 Ln and :x 62 Lng  Rÿ Rx [ Rx:
If n1  x _ #1 and n2  :x _ #2 are two clauses in Rx and Rx, respectively, then
the clause #1 _ #2 is called resolvent of n1 and n2. Note that R  #1 _ #2. Re-
solvents of two clauses of R are therefore implicates of R. The set of all
resolvents for Rx and Rx is defined as
qRx;Rx  f#1 _ #2 : x _ #1 2 Rx;:x _ #2 2 Rxg: 3:5
Now, a single step of the procedure for computing prime implicates consists of
adding qRx;Rx to R and removing the non-minimal clauses. The resulting set
of clauses
ConsxR  lR [ qRx;Rx 3:6
is called minimal consequence of R relative to x.
Example 3.1. Let R  fx _ y;:x _ y;:x _ z; y _ :zg be a set of clauses. R can
then be decomposed into Rx  fx _ yg, Rx  f:x _ y;:x _ zg, and
R _x  fy _ :zg. For that situation, two resolvents can be generated, that is
qRx;Rx  fy; y _ zg, and therefore ConsxR  fy;:x _ zg.
Theorem 3.2. Let R  DP be a set of clauses. If x and y are propositions in P,
then
(1) ConsxConsxR  ConsxR,
(2) ConsxConsyR  ConsyConsxR.
Let Q  fx1; . . . ; xqg be a subset of P. According to Theorem 3.2, it is
possible to compute the minimal consequences relative to the propositions
xi 2 Q according to an arbitrary ordering. If x1x2 . . . xq, for example, is an ar-
bitrary sequence of the proposition in Q, then it is possible to define
ConsQR  Consx1      ConsxqR 3:7
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as the minimal consequence of R relative to Q. However, although the se-
quence of the propositions does not influence the resulting set ConsQR, it
determines critically the computational eciency of the procedure. There are
heuristics for finding good sequences, but this problem is not discussed here
(see [33]).
The problem of finding prime implicates of R can now be solved by com-
puting the minimal consequence of R relative to the complete set P of prop-
ositions:
PIR  ConsP R: 3:8
The expression PIRH  in Theorem 3.1 can therefore be replaced by
ConsA[P RH  or, for example, by ConsP ConsARH :
lQSh; n  :ConsA[P RH  \DA
 :ConsP ConsARH \DA: 3:9
3.2. Deletion
The second problem of Theorem 3.1 is the intersection of the sets PIRH
and DA. Obviously, this is the same as deleting from PIRH  all the clauses
containing propositions from P. More formally, consider a clause represen-
tation R  DP and a single proposition x 2 P . The deletion of the clauses
containing x can then be defined as
DelxR  Rÿ Rx [ Rx  R _x: 3:10
This simple operation is also called deletion of the proposition x.
Theorem 3.3. Let R  DP be a set of clauses. If x and y are distinct propositions
in P, then
DelyConsxR  ConsxDelyR: 3:11
Clearly, if Q  P is a set of propositions to be deleted, then it is possible to
delete them in an arbitrary sequence. Therefore,
DelQR  Delx1     DelxqR 3:12
denotes the deletion of all the propositions xi 2 Q. The expression PIRH  \DA
in Theorem 3.1 can then be replaced by DelP PIRH . Finally, together with
the result of the previous subsection, it is possible to specify the minimal quasi-
support by
lQSh; n  :DelP ConsP ConsARH: 3:13
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3.3. Elimination
The last expression of the previous subsection can be developed further.
Observe that the same set of propositions P appears twice. Thus, the idea is to
merge the operations ConsP and DelP . For that purpose, consider a single
proposition x 2 P and a clause representation R  DP . The combined opera-
tion
ElimxR  DelxConsxR  lR _x [ qRx;Rx 3:14
is called the elimination of the proposition x. It is similar to the Davis–Putnam
procedure [16].
Example 3.2. Let R  fx _ y;:x _ y;:x _ z; y _ :zg be the same set of clauses
as in Example 3.1, that is R _x  fy _ :zg and qRx;Rx  fy; y _ zg, and
therefore ElimxR  fyg.
Theorem 3.4. Let R  DP be a set of clauses. If x and y are propositions in P,
then
(1) ElimxElimxR  ElimxR,
(2) ElimxElimyR  ElimyElimxR.
Again, if Q  P is a subset of propositions, then the propositions in Q can be
eliminated in an arbitrary sequence. It is therefore convenient to write
ElimQR  Elimx1      ElimxqR 3:15
for the elimination of all propositions xi 2 Q.
Theorem 3.5. Let R  DP be a set of clauses. If Q  P is a subset of propositions,
then
DelQConsQR  ElimQR: 3:16
Now, with the help of Theorem 3.5 and the result of the previous subsection,
it is possible to specify the minimal quasi-support by
lQSh; n  :ElimP ConsARH: 3:17
This expression describes a concrete method for the computation of minimal
quasi-supports. It consists of three successive steps:
(1) compute the minimal consequence of RH relative to A;
(2) eliminate all propositions in P from the result of step (1);
(3) generate minimal arguments by negating the clauses obtained from step (2).
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This way of computing quasi-support will be the starting point of the
approximation techniques of Section 4. However, by exchanging step (1) and
step (2), an alternative method for computing exact solutions is obtained. The
justification for exchanging the first two steps comes from the following
theorem:
Theorem 3.6. Let R  DP be a set of clauses. If Q and R are disjoint subsets of P,
that is Q \ R  ;, then
ElimQConsRR  ConsRElimQR: 3:18
Clearly, A and P are disjoint sets of propositions, and Theorem 3.6 can thus
be applied to (3.17), that is
lQSh; n  :ConsAElimP RH: 3:19
The alternative method for computing quasi-supports can therefore be de-
scribed as follows:
(10) eliminate all propositions in P from RH ;
(20) compute the minimal consequence relative to A for the result of step 10.
(30) generate minimal arguments by negating the clauses obtained from
step 20.
Note that ElimP RH and ConsAElimP RH  are logically equivalent sets of
clauses. This remark is of particular importance for the computation of nu-
merical results. The point is that the probability pQSAh; n is already de-
termined by :ElimP RH , that is step 20 of the above procedure is not
necessary.
3.4. Example
In order to illustrate the idea of the procedure described in the previous
subsections, consider a small example where P  fq; r; sg is the set of propo-
sitions, A  fa1; a2; a3; a4g the set of assumptions, and n  c1 ^ c2 ^ c3 ^ c4 ^ c5
the knowledge base with
c1  a1 ! q; c2  a2 ! q! r; c3  a3 ! r;
c4  a4 ! a3; c5  r! s:
This knowledge base can be transformed into a corresponding set of clauses
R  fn1; n2; n3; n4; n5g with
n1  :a1 _ q; n2  :a2 _ :q _ r; n3  :a3 _ r;
n4  :a4 _ a3; n5  :r _ s:
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Let r be the hypothesis to be judged in the light of the given knowledge base.
The negated hypothesis :r can then be represented by :H  f:rg, and
RH  lR [ :H
 lf:a1 _ q;:a2 _ :q _ r;:a3 _ r;:a4 _ a3;:r _ s;:rg
 f:a1 _ q;:a2 _ :q _ r;:a3 _ r;:a4 _ a3;:rg
is therefore the clause representation of n ^ :r. In the following, the expression
in (3.17) will be used for the computation of the minimal quasi-support of r.
The sequence of minimal consequences and eliminations is defined by:
R0  RH ;
R1  Consa1R0  Consfa1gRH ;
R2  Consa2R1  Consfa1;a2gRH ;
R3  Consa3R2  Consfa1;a2;a3gRH ;
R4  Consa4R3  Consfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH ;
R5  ElimqR4  ElimfqgConsfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH ;
R6  ElimrR5  Elimfq;rgConsfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH ;
R7  ElimsR6  Elimfq;r;sgConsfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH :
The details of the procedure are shown in the following table. It consists of
eight consecutive steps: step 0 initializes the process, the steps 1–4 produce the
minimal consequences relative to A, and the steps 5–7 eliminate the proposi-
tions in P:
Step 0: R0  f:a1 _ q; :a2 _ :q _ r; :a3 _ r; :a4 _ a3; :rg
Step 1:
Consa1R0
R0a1  fg; R0a1  f:a1 _ qg; qR0a1 ;R0a1  fg
R1  f:a1 _ q; :a2 _ :q _ r; :a3 _ r; :a4 _ a3; :rg
Step 2:
Consa2R1
R1a2  fg; R1a2  f:a2 _ :q _ rg; qR1a2 ;R1a2  fg
R2  f:a1 _ q; :a2 _ :q _ r; :a3 _ r; :a4 _ a3; :rg
Step 3:
Consa3R2
R2a3  f:a4 _ a3g; R2a3  f:a3 _ rg; qR2a3 ;R2a3  f:a4 _ rg
R3  f:a1 _ q; :a2 _:q_ r; :a3 _ r; :a4 _ a3; :r;:a4 _ rg
Step 4:
Consa4R3
R3a4  fg; R3a4  f:a4 _ a3;:a4 _ rg; qR3a4 ;R3a4  fg
R4  f:a1 _ q; :a2 _:q_ r; :a3 _ r; :a4 _ a3; :r; :a4 _ rg
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To complete the procedure, the minimal quasi-support of r relative to n can be
derived from R7. By negating the clauses of R7, three minimal quasi-supporting
arguments are obtained:
lQSr; n  fa3; a4; a1 ^ a2g:
Intuitively, the two short arguments a3 and a4 are more important than a1 ^ a2.
The idea of measuring the importance of arguments will be developed and
exploited in the next section.
4. Cost-bounded arguments
Computing and representing sets of minimal arguments like lQSh; n or
lQS?; n is only feasible for relatively small knowledge bases and small sets of
assumptions. For achieving a more reasonable time behavior, strategies for
computing approximated solutions are needed.
4.1. Cost Function
A promising approach is to concentrate on important arguments only. A
general approach for capturing the importance or the relevance of arguments is
to consider a cost function c : CA ! R which expresses somehow the the price
to pay for obtaining a conjunction a 2 CA. Conjunctions a with low values ca
are preferred and therefore more relevant. It is assumed that a  a0 implies
ca6 ca0. This condition is called monotonicity criterion. Examples of com-
mon cost functions for conjunctions a 2 CA are:
• the length of the conjunction (number of literals): ca  jLaj,
• the probability of the negated conjunction: ca  1ÿ pa.
The idea of using the length of the conjunctions as cost function is that short
conjunctions are supposed to be more weighty arguments. Clearly, if a is a
Step 5:
ElimqR4
R4q  f:a1 _ qg; R4q  f:a2 _ :q _ rg
qR4q;R4q  f:a1 _ :a2 _ rg
R5  f:a3 _ r; :a4 _ a3; :r; :a4 _ r; :a1 _ :a2 _ rg
Step 6:
ElimrR5
R5r  f:a3 _ r; :a4 _ r; :a1 _ :a2 _ rg; R5r  f:rg
qR5r ;R5r   f:a3; :a4; :a1 _ :a2g
R6  f:a3; :a4; :a1 _ :a2g
Step 7:
ElimsR6
R6s  fg; R6s  fg; qR6s ;R6s   fg
R7  f:a3; :a4; :a1 _ :a2g
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conjunction in CA, then an additional literal ‘ 2 A is a supplementary con-
dition to be satisfied, and a ^ ‘ is therefore less probable than a. From this
point of view, the length of a conjunction expresses somehow its probability.
However, if probabilities are assigned to the assumptions, then it is possible to
specify the probability of a conjunction more precisely. That is the idea behind
the second cost function suggested.
Alternatively, instead of working with cost functions, it is also possible to
consider utility functions. However, there is a strong duality between cost and
utility functions. In the sequel, only cost functions will be used.
Definition 4.1. Let b 2 R be a fixed bound for a monotone cost function ca,
then a conjunction a 2 CA is called
(1) b-relevant, if and only if ca < b;
(2) b-irrelevant, if and only if caP b.
The set of all b-relevant conjunctions for a fixed cost bound b is denoted by
CbA  fa 2 CA : ca < bg: 4:20
Such a set is called stable production field relative to b. Note that CbA is a
downward-closed set. This means that a 2 CbA implies that every (shorter)
conjunction a0  a is also in CbA. Evidently, C0A  ; and C1A  CA.
4.2. Cost-bounded quasi-support
The problem now is to compute sets of b-relevant conjunctions. Again, since
the main interest lies on the set of minimal quasi-supporting arguments, the
approximated computation of lQSh; n is considered first. For that purpose,
let
lQSh; n; b  lQSh; n \ CbA 4:21
denote the b-relevant subset of lQSh; n for a given cost bound b. The set
lQSh; n; b is called b-relevant minimal quasi-support for h relative to n. Note
that lQSh; n; 0  ; and lQSh; n;1  lQSh; n. Compared to the complete
set lQSh; n, lQSh; n; b represents a possibly much smaller set of quasi-
supporting scenarios. In fact, if
QSAh; n; b  NAlQSh; n; b 4:22
denotes the set of scenarios represented by lQSh; n; b, then
QSAh; n; b  QSAh; n for any cost bound b. Further properties of the sets
QSAh; n; b are described by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let h and n propositional sentences in LA[P . If b1 and b2 are cost
bounds for a monotone cost function ca, then
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(1) QSAh; n; 0  ;,
(2) QSAh; n;1  QSAh; n,
(3) b6b0 implies QSAh; n; b  QSAh; n; b0.
The hope of computing b-relevant minimal quasi-supports instead of exact
solutions is that pQSAh; n;b  pQSAh; n for a reasonable small b.
4.3. Cost-bounded elimination
The computation of b-relevant minimal quasi-support can be developed on
the basis of the expression in (3.17). The point is that the resolvents generated
during the elimination of the propositions in P always contain more assump-
tions than the clauses needed for the resolution. More formally, let
n  ‘1 _    _ ‘m be an arbitrary clause in DA[P . Then n can always be split into
sub-clauses nA and nP , say
n  ‘1 _    _ ‘k|{z}
2A
_ ‘k1 _    _ ‘m|{z}
2P
 nA _ nP : 4:23
Note that such a clause can also be written as an implication :nA ! nP where
:nA is a conjunction in CA. The set of clauses n for which :nA is in CbA can then
be defined as
DbA[P  fn 2 DA[P : c:nA < bg: 4:24
If R is a set of clauses in DA[P , then the intersection of the sets R and D
b
A[P ,
CutbR  R \DbA[P ; 4:25
is called the b-cut of R. The expression in (4.21) for the b-relevant minimal
quasi-support can then be rewritten with the help of (3.17) and (4.25):
lQSh; n; b  lQSh; n \ CbA  :ElimP ConsARH  \ CbA
 :ElimP ConsARH  \DbA[P 
 :CutbElimP ConsARH :
Furthermore, consider an arbitrary proposition x 2 P . If R is a set of clauses,
then the combined operation
Elimbx R  CutbElimxR 4:26
is called b-elimination of x. Two basic properties of this operation are described
by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let R  DA[P be a set of clauses and b a cost bound for a monotone
cost function ca. If x and y are propositions in P, then
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(1) Elimbx Elimbx R  Elimbx R,
(2) Elimbx Elimby R  Elimby ElimbxR.
Therefore, b-elimination can be performed with an arbitrary sequence of
propositions. Again, it is convenient to write
ElimbQR  Elimbx1      Elim
b
xq
R 4:27
for the b-elimination of all propositions xi 2 Q  P .
Theorem 4.3. Let R  DA[P be a set of clauses and b a cost bound for a monotone
cost function ca. If Q  P is a subset of propositions, then
CutbElimQR  ElimbQR: 4:28
This theorem states that instead of removing clauses which are not in DbA[P
(i.e. clauses leading to b-irrelevant conjunctions) at the end of the elimination
process, it is also possible to remove them consecutively during the elimination
process. This is the crucial point which keeps the process under control. It can
be applied to (4.26) for the computation of the b-relevant minimal quasi-
support:
lQSh; n; b  :ElimbP ConsARH : 4:29
This expression describes a method for computing b-relevant minimal quasi-
supports. However, the method can be optimized because the result of the first
operation ConsARH  may already contain clauses which are not in DbA[P . Such
clauses can be eliminated immediately. The above expression can therefore be
rewritten as
lQSh; n; b  :ElimbP CutbConsARH : 4:30
It describes now a concrete method with four successive steps:
(1) compute the minimal consequence of RH relative to A;
(2) remove from the result of step (1) clauses which are not in DbA[P ;
(3) with the result of step (2), perform b-elimination for all propositions in P;
(4) generate minimal arguments by negating the clauses obtained from step (3).
If the cost bound increases from b to b0, then only the steps (2)–(4) of the above
procedure must be repeated. However, instead of completely repeating step (3),
it is also possible to exploit intermediate results of the previous computation.
Such updating techniques are not discussed in this paper (see [33]).
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4.4. Example
In order to illustrate the procedure described in the previous subsection, we
use the same small example as in Section 3.4. Furthermore, let ca  jLaj be
the cost function and b  2 the cost bound (that is only arguments with a
length < 2 are of interest). In this case, we get
CbA  f>; a1; a2; a3; a4;:a1;:a2;:a3;:a4g:
From (4.21) in Section 4.2 and from the result of Section 3.4 follows imme-
diately that
lQSr; n; 2  fa3; a4; a1 ^ a2g \ f>; a1; a2; a3; a4;:a1;:a2;:a3;:a4g
 fa3; a4g:
Now let us see how this result can be obtained from the procedure of the
previous subsection. Again, the sequence of minimal consequences, b-cuts, and
eliminations is defined by:
R0  RH ;
R1  Consa1R0  Consfa1gRH ;
R2  Consa2R1  Consfa1;a2gRH ;
R3  Consa3R2  Consfa1;a2;a3gRH ;
R4  Consa4R3  Consfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH ;
R5  CutbR4  CutbConsfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH ;
R6  ElimbqR5  ElimbfqgCutbConsfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH ;
R7  Elimbr R6  Elimbfq;rgCutbConsfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH ;
R8  Elimbs R7  Elimbfq;r;sgCutbConsfa1;a2;a3;a4gRH:
Clearly, the first five steps of this procedure (from R0 to R4) are exactly the
same as the example of Section 3.4. The remaining steps are described in the
following table:
Step 0–4: R4  f:a1 _ q; :a2 _ :q _ r; :a3 _ r; :a4 _ a3; :r; :a4 _ rg
Step 5:
CutbR4
R5  f:a1 _ q; :a2 _ :q _ r; :a3 _ r; :r; :a4 _ rg
Step 6:
ElimbqR5
R5q  f:a1 _ qg; R5q  f:a2 _ :q _ rg
qR5q;R5q  f:a1 _ :a2 _ rg
R6  f:a3 _ r; :r; :a4 _ rg
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Finally, the expected result lQSr; n; 2  fa3; a4g follows directly from R8 by
negating the two remaining clauses.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents approximation techniques for probabilistic argumen-
tation systems. The aim of this theory is to judge open questions about the
unknown or future world in the light of uncertain knowledge. The theory
supports both a qualitative and a quantitative judgement. Compared with
other theories for solving problems of inference under uncertainty, this is one
of the main advantages, since most other approaches are either restricted to
qualitative or quantitative aspects only.
Probabilistic argumentation systems are based on a combination of classical
logic and probability theory. In this way, non-monotonicity is obtained in a
natural and convenient way without leaving the field of classical logic. The
advantage is that the richness of computational techniques for classical logic is
preserved. Furthermore, the theory of probabilistic argumentation systems
shows that probability theory, which is fundamental for the Bayesian ap-
proach, can be applied to reasoning under uncertainty in a more general way.
An important contribution of probabilistic argumentation systems is that they
demonstrate how probability theory is linked with the Dempster–Shafer the-
ory. It underlines Pearl’s view of evidence theory by interpreting belief as the
probability of provability [53]. Other formalism built on the idea of combining
logic and probability are Nilsson’s probabilistic logic [51], Dubois and Prade’s
possibilistic logic [22], Saotti’s belief-function logic [64], and Poole’s indepen-
dent choice logic [59].
The main computational concept of probabilistic argumentation systems is
the idea of eliminating propositions (or variables). The strength of this ap-
proach is twofold: (1) by introducing cost functions, it allows approximated
computations (as demonstrated in this paper); (2) the same principle is not only
applicable for propositional logic, but also for set constraint logic [7,34], and
for systems with linear equations or inequalities.
Step 7:
Elimbr R6
R6r  f:a3 _ r;:a4 _ rg; R6r  f:rg
qR6r ;R6r   f:a3; :a4g
R7  f:a3; :a4g
Step 8:
Elimbs R7
R7s  fg; R7s  fg; qR7s ;R7s   fg
R8  f:a3; :a4g
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So far, probabilistic argumentation systems have been developed for
the purpose of judging questions under uncertainty. Future work will
focus on integrating the related problems of decision and action under uncer-
tainty.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof of this theorem is based on the fact that the
notions of prime implicates and prime implicants are closely connected. In fact,
if u is a (prime) implicate of c, then :u is a (prime) implicant of :c. Similarly, if
w is a (prime) implicant of c, then :w is a (prime) implicate of :c. Therefore, if
Wc denotes the set of all prime implicants of c, then Wc  :PI:c
lQSh; n  lfa 2 CA : a ^ n  hg
 lfa 2 CA : a  :n _ hg
 lfa 2 CA[P : a  :n _ hg \ CA
 lfa 2 CA[P : a  :n _ hg \ CA
 W:n _ h \ CA  :PIn ^ :h \ CA
 :PIRH  \DA: 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.
(1) Let R0  ConsxR  lR [ RxRx;Rx be the set of clauses after the first
step. Clearly, R0x  Rx, R0x  Rx, and thus RxR0x;R0x  RxRx;Rx. Therefore,
ConsxConsxR  ConsxR0  lR0 [ RxR0x;R0x
 llR [ RxRx;Rx [ RxR0x;R0x
 lR [ RxRx;Rx [ RxR0x;R0x
 lR [ RxRx;Rx  ConsxR:
(2) Suppose that n is a clause in ConsyConsxR. Clearly, there are six pos-
sible reasons for this:
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1: n 2 R;
2: n  qxn1; n2;
3: n  qyn1; n2;
4: n  qyn1; qxn2; n3;
5: n  qyqxn1; n2; n3;
6: n  qyqxn1; n2; qxn3; n4;
with n1; n2; n3; n4 2 R. Obviously, the first three cases are the same for clauses in
ConsxConsyR. Furthermore, case 4 can be divided into three sub-cases,
depending whether :y is only in n2, only in n3, or in n2 and n3. Each of these
sub-cases has a corresponding case in ConsxConsyR:
4a: n  qyy _ u1; qxx _ :y _ u2;:x _ u3
 qxqyy _ u1; x _ :y _ u2;:x _ u3
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
4b: n  qyy _ u1; qxx _ u2;:x _ :y _ u3
 qxx _ u2; qyy _ u1;:x _ :y _ u3
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
4c: n  qyy _ u1; qxx _ :y _ u2;:x _ :y _ u3
 qxqyy _ u1; x _ :y _ u2; qyy _ u1;:x _ :y _ u3
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
Similarly, case 5 can also be divided into three sub-cases, depending whether y
is only in n1, only in n2, or in n1 and n2:
5a: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ u2;:y _ u3
 qxqyx _ y _ u1;:y _ u3;:x _ u2
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
5b: n  qyqxx _ u1;:x _ y _ u2;:y _ u3
 qxx _ u1; qy:x _ y _ u2;:y _ u3
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
5c: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ y _ u2;:y _ u3
 qxqyx _ y _ u1;:y _ u3; qy:x _ y _ u2;:y _ u3
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
Finally, case 6 can be divided into nine sub-cases, depending whether y is only
in n1, only in n2, or in n1 and n2, and :y is only in n3, only in n4, or in n4 and n5.
Note that some of these sub-cases can be simplified in a first step:
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6a: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ u4
jqyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ u2
 qxqyx _ y _ u1; x _ :y _ u3;:x _ u2
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
6c: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ u2; qxx _ u3;:x _ :y _ u4
jqxx _ u3;:x _ u2
 u2 _ u3;
6d: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ :y _ u4
jqyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ u2
 qxqyx _ y _ u1; x _ :y _ u3;:x _ u2
 u1 _ u2 _ u3;
6e: n  qyqxx _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ u4
jqxx _ u1;:x _ u4
 u1 _ u4;
6f : n  qyqxx _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ u3;:x _ :y _ u4
jqyqxx _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ u1;:x _ :y _ u4
 qxx _ u1; qy:x _ y _ u2;:x _ :y _ u4
 u1 _ u2 _ u4;
6g: n  qyqxx _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ :y _ u4
jqyqxx _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ u1;:x _ :y _ u4
 qxx _ u1; qy:x _ y _ u2;:x _ :y _ u4
 u1 _ u2 _ u4;
6h: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ u4
jqyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ u4; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ u4
 qxqyx _ y _ u1; x _ :y _ u3;:x _ u4
 u1 _ u3 _ u4;
6i: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ u3;:x _ :y _ u4
jqyqxx _ u3;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ u3;:x _ :y _ u4
 qxx _ u3; qy:x _ y _ u2;:x _ :y _ u4
 u2 _ u3 _ u4;
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6j: n  qyqxx _ y _ u1;:x _ y _ u2; qxx _ :y _ u3;:x _ :y _ u4
 qxqyx _ y _ u1; x _ :y _ u3; qy:x _ y _ u2;:x _ :y _ u4
 u1 _ u2 _ u3 _ u4:
Therefore, every possible clause in ConsyConsxR has a corresponding
clause in ConsxConsyR. Symmetrically, every clause in the set
ConsxConsyR has also a corresponding clause in ConsyConsxR: 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let R0  DelyR  R \DPÿfyg denote the set of clauses
after deleting y from R. Therefore,
DelyConsxR  DelylR [ RxRx;Rx
 lR [ RxRx;Rx \DPÿfyg
 lR [ RxRx;Rx \DPÿfyg
 lR \DPÿfyg [ RxRx;Rx \DPÿfyg
 lR \DPÿfyg [ RxRx \DPÿfyg;Rx \DPÿfyg
 lR0 [ RxR0x;R0x  ConsxR0  ConsxDelyR:
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.
(1) Let R0  ElimxR  lR _x [ RxRx;Rx be the set of clauses after the first
step. Clearly, R0x  ;, R0x  ;, and thus R0_x  R0. Therefore,
ElimxElimxR  ElimxR0  lR0_x [ RxR0x;R0x
 lR0_x [ Rx;; ;  lR0_x [ ;  R0_x  R _x
 ElimxR:
(2) This property follows from (4.29), property (2) in Theorem 3.2, and
Eq. (3.12):
ElimxElimyR  DelxConsxDelyConsyR
 DelxDelyConsxConsyR
 DelyDelxConsyConsxR
 DelyConsyDelxConsxR
 ElimyElimxR: 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let Q  fx1; . . . ; xqg  P be the propositions considered.
The theorem can then be proved with the help of Eq. (3.12):
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DelQConsQR  Delx1     Delxq  Consx1      ConsxqR
 Delx1     Delxqÿ1  Consx1 Delxq      ConsxqR
     Delx1    Delxqÿ1  Consx1     Delxq
 ConsxqR
     Delx1  Consx1     Delxq  ConsxqR
 Elimx1      Elimxq  ElimQR: 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Clearly, Theorem 3.2 implies that ConsQConsRR 
ConsRConsQR for disjoint sets Q and R. Similarly, Theorem 3.3 implies that
DelQConsRR  ConsRDelQR for Q \ R  ;. The theorem can therefore
be proved with the aid of Theorem 3.5:
ElimQConsRR  DelQConsQConsRR
 DelQConsRConsQR  ConsRDelQConsQR
 ConsRElimQR: 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.
(1)
QSAh; n; 0  NAlQSh; n; 0
 NAlQSh; n \ C0A
 NAlQSh; n \ ;
 NA;  ;:
(2)
QSAh; n;1  NAlQSh; n;1
 NAlQSh; n \ C1A 
 NAlQSh; n \ CA
 NAlQSh; n  QSAh; n:
(3) Clearly, b16b2 implies Cb1A  Cb2A . Therefore,
lQSh; n; b1  lQSh; n \ Cb1A  lQSh; n \ Cb2A  lQSh; n; b2;
and consequently, QSAh; n; b1  QSAh; n; b2: 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. These properties follow from (4.25), (4.26), and Theorem
3.4:
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(1)
Elimbx Elimbx R  CutbElimxCutbElimxR
 ElimxElimxR \DbA[P  \DbA[P
 ElimxElimxR \DbA[P  ElimxR \DbA[P
 CutbElimxR  Elimbx R:
(2)
Elimbx Elimby R  CutbElimxCutbElimyR
 ElimxElimyR \DbA[P  \DbA[P
 ElimxElimyR \DbA[P
 ElimyElimxR \DbA[P
 ElimyElimxR \DbA[P  \DbA[P
 CutbElimyCutbElimxR
 Elimby Elimbx R: 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let Q  fx1; . . . ; xqg  P be the propositions to be
eliminated
CutbElimQR  ElimQR \DbA[P
 Elimx1      ElimxqR \DbA[P
 Elimx1Elimx2      ElimxqR \DbA[P  \DbA[P
     Elimx1Elimx2   ElimxqR \DbA[P    
\DbA[P  \DbA[P
     Elimbx1      Elim
b
xq
 ElimbQR: 
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